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iMDFF: A physically realistic environment for
biomolecular model building
Given a high-quality and high-resolution experimental dataset, the process of building a
matching model of a biomolecule is typically quite straightforward. As the resolution of the
data degrades, however, model-building using current tools can often feel akin to putting
together the world’s most frustrating jigsaw puzzle: one made of thousands of pieces, in three
dimensions, each of which can not only change its shape but has an annoying propensity to
slide right through its neighbours. Statistics from the Protein Data Bank reflect this challenge,
with the rate of residual errors increasing dramatically in lower-resolution structures.
The recent, rapid consumer-driven proliferation of fast and low-cost computers has opened up
a range of possibilities that were almost unimaginable at the time that most current
model-building packages were developed. In particular, interactive molecular dynamics has
finally come of age: a modern personal computer can run moderately-sized simulations fast
enough to interact with them in real-time, while providing a visually rich representation. By
coupling such simulations to electron density maps and a 3D force feedback (haptic) interface,
I am developing an explicitly physical model-building environment, in which all modifications
barring addition or removal of components are achieved within the simulation environment
and are automatically accommodated by surrounding atoms. The result is highly intuitive, and
allows the rapid correction of both small and large-scale errors. During this seminar I will
discuss the genesis of this approach to aid in a major overhaul of the insulin receptor crystal
structure, demonstrate the current feature set, and discuss results from various case studies
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